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FLAG 'EM -N- FRAG 'EM

Move your Fireteam across the map capturing (or "locking") flags, while attacking other players in hopes of unlocking and
stealing theirs. Screwshot the Bullet Ball past enemy lines for a chance to backflip Cheat Coins out of your opponent's bouncing,
bleeding head; then cash in your Cheat Coins for random powerups that have the potential to completely change the control over

the map.
It's a monster mashup of game mechanics that promises chaotic fun for both single player and local couch competition.

Welcome to the Mega Sport. Welcome to Flag N Frag.

Inspirations include:

Bomberman, Advance Wars, Sanrio World Smash Ball, Mario Party, Ren & Stimpy, Blernsball, and anything arcade/Sega
related.

FEATURES:

Full Gamepad Support (1-4 Player)

CPU/Bot Support

Multiple Leagues (Pro/Mutant/Team Defence)

8 Selectable Fireteams (Including pink prisoners, red-helmeted reptiles, biting
space burgers and rogue robots)

8 Selectable Maps

7 Difficulty Levels (Max power for TURBO)
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Day/Night Cycle (Fog of War)
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Title: Flag N Frag
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
EDEVOX
Publisher:
EDEVOX
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.2GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 8-compatible graphics card with at least 32MB of video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Microsoft Xbox 360 Controllers required for multiplayer (one for each player)

English
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This game hurt my soul.............i like it.. It's an emotional adventure with puzzles.
There's nothing negative to say about it.
Anate studio made another great game.
And the soundtrack is awesome as well.
I just have to recommend trying it out.
Be prepared for a lot of sad emotions.
This game deserves a positive review.. Theres some pretty cool voice acting. Alyjough I wish characters like Yume and the dad
had voice acting too, still pretty cute game. Brilliant! I just want more and I look forward to its follow-up.
. I'M TRYING TO PLAY A FREAKING GAME NOT JOIN THE KGB OR CIA. Horrible. Stay away.
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I dont understand why valve allows these trash of a game with broken animation be sold on the steam market..
Recieved for free and played the game just for the cards.. it says it's missing the d3d cache bin and that it is uncooked. NOTE: I
played the game using the "Hammer of Thyrion" project, available online. It fixes several issues and adds a plethora of features
the vanilla game lacks.

Much like the previous HeXen game, Hexen II is an enjoyable RPG-FPS hybrid, this time upgraded from the Doom engine to
the Quake engine.

Played on the second hardest difficulty as the Assassin. I can certainly say I had to fight tooth and nail to survive almost every
single encounter in the first half of the game. However, the biggest obstacles in the game were its immense quantity of puzzles
that you had to solve in order to unlock other areas and proceed forward. While the combat was fun, the sheer amount of back-
and-forth with items, switches and other things was occasionally a bit overwhelming.

I loved the concept of being able to level up your character, but unfortunately, it plays a very shallow part in the overall game,
barely affecting anything except your max HP. If it had been more fleshed out, it could have been significantly better.

I kept getting lost in levels (admittedly due to not paying enough attention sometimes) and felt that a lot of the areas looked very
samey, which greatly increased the difficulty in backtracking to the actual spot you need to be in next. I can't blame the game
for this in its entirety, but it could have used a bit less labyrinthine level design.

Two large problems arose during my time with the game, one being that in the first world has a glitch that can potentially
softlock you, forcing you to reload an older save, cheat or just restart the entire game over. If you want to avoid this, just look
up info about the Shovel and the Treasury Key. The second problem was the final boss taking way too long to beat. I kept
peppering it with everything for upwards of 15 minutes before it finally went down.

In conclusion, though it has some issues, the game is still good, but it will ask for more puzzle skills than you might expect from
a game of this type. I would gladly buy and play the expansion pack, were it made available on Steam.. The game is really
brilliant and elaborate, and is just a good and deep game for when you want to relax....... it really makes you think.. I don't need
to tell you this game is crap. And not only that, it's not spreading a good message.. really nice and unique puzzle platformer
good setting and design
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